XDSR715HDR
An upgraded model of the XDSR515HDR; Economically compact, packed with
Quad Core CPU from Hisilicon, with the speed of 1.6GHz chipset
Hi3798MV200, will bring all the features from it's ancestors and more.
XDSR715HDR is an Ultra High Definition 4K receiver with 60 Frames Per
Second in 10bits HDR Picture Quality and MultiStream tuner, Incorporation with
the Android Nougat V7.0 OS. This operating system provides innovative
features and a refined UI. Another outstanding feature of this STB is the
integrated WiFi/Bluetooth Module which enables the hassle free connectivity
and easy configuration right from the remote.

XDSR785HDR AVANT

XDSR200HD

An upgraded model of the XDSR685HDR AVANt; Android Operating System of
Nougat 7.0 with resolution of 2160p in Ultra High Definition of 4K 60fps &
Multistream. The Xcruiser XDSR785HDR AVANt boasts a massive 2GB of Ram
and 16GB internal storage capacity. Equipped by a Hisilicon Hi3798MV200
QuadCore 1.6GHz processor XDSR785HDR AVANt is a powerful beast.

XDSR200HD is the latest model upgraded from XDSR100HD Plus of the FTA
series. Realtime operating system of XDSR200HD allows the fastest user
interface menu functions. Despite being a FTA box, it supports recording of a
channel while watching another channel on the same transponder of the
satellite and plays the recorded channel on the computer VLC or any other
advanced HD player. It supports WiFi USB to connect to the Internet inorder to
play YouTube videos, check LIVE Weather forecasts and connect to the IPTV
services, such as, Xtreamcodes, StalkerApp and M3U.

XDSR585HDR PLUS
An upgraded model of the XDSR585HDR; XDSR585HDR Plus packs in multiple
features to simplify life on the couch. The Xcruiser XDSR585HDR Plus
operating system enables you to use innovative features of this smartbox with
great ease. Powered by the Hisilicon Hi3798MV200 QuadCore 1.6GHZ, will
enable you to run all your favourite applications.
HDMI 2.0 provides highly detailed images with rich contrast and stunning
colours at a resolution of 3840 X 2160 pixels. Furthermore, connectivity options
such as LAN and WiFi allow you to connect to the internet.
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KU BAND LNBS
Low noise figure Xcruiser LNBs allow reception of Ku-band signals with the
highest possible signal level and quality. Our LNBs are weather proof and Built
with heat and waterproof materials.

XS6650HD
XL31HD

XL71UHD

The XS6650HD is a compact sized Satellite Finder with advanced features that
supports; DVB-S and DVB-S2 signals with 8PSK, 16APSK and 32APSK
Multistream Demodulation and all types of DiseqC switches, V1.0, V1.1, V1.2
and USUALS.
It's easy to prepare satellites and frequencies on your computer and updating it
to your device by USB. The fluorescent glowing keypad assists while positioning
the dish in a dark environment.

XL12THD

XS9700HD

XL14QHD

XL18HD

XL4QHD

The XS9700HD is the latest model of Satellite signal finding meter, with more
advanced features in a compact size. The keypad backlight helps to continue
working through the dark. The included pouch helps improve the screen
visibility against the sunshine and protects the device from dust and shocks.
With the multiple channel search option, users can get the particular TP
scanned, perform the network scan or Blind scan to get full satellite scanned easily.
XS9700HD can connect through HDMI output to LED/LCD TV to watch
channels in a high resolution of 1080p. XS9700HD also supports AV-IN and
AV-OUT; the AV-IN can be used for analog CCTV and the AV-OUT can be used
to connect to older model televisions.

XG41LHD

XS95AL

Zinc Die Cast housing, Nickel Plated DiseqC switch is heat resistant and
waterproof. Excellent quality components, professionally designed circuit,
compatible with all DVB-S/S2/S2X compliant devices. It supports DiseqC 1.0,
DiseqC 2.0 and bi-directional DiseqC with full control functions. Connect up to
four different satellites; C-Band and Ku-band while switching between them
simultaneously.

XS95AL can be powered from the external sources, such as, Set Top Box or
Multiswitch. the display backlight is helpful in darkness and LED indicator can
guide to identify stream values, such as, Horizontal, Vertical, 0Hz and 22KHz.

